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General Suggestions

INTRODUCTION
The crafts in this book are “teaching crafts” designed especially for classroom use

in Sunday, midweek, day, and home schools. The emphasis is on Bible stories,
Scripture passages, and lesson applications. Because the church year cycle is a rich
teaching resource in itself, stressing basic stories of the faith, projects emphasizing
major church year festivals are also included. The ultimate intention of all activities
is to help children grow in their faith in Jesus Christ, their Redeemer and Savior.

Several sets of puppet figures are suggested to provide teachers with tools for a
variety of Bible stories. Because children learn best when actively involved, these
project ideas encourage them to participate in making and using these and other
classroom aids, developing their own patterns whenever possible. The God who
made the marvelous universe in which we live is a creative God, and His gift of cre-
ativity should be encouraged in His children today.

While this book’s projects are most appropriate for kindergarten and primary
children, they can be adapted for younger children or those with developmental
disabilities. For example, older children might enjoy making puppets to use in a
“puppet troupe” that teaches Bible stories to younger classes. And the lesson con-
nections for each project offer suggestions for age-appropriate ways to connect the
craft with one or more specific Bible stories and application to their lives.

Because their edges can be sharp, projects using cut plastic cups are not recommend-
ed for young children. Use foam or paper cups instead.

Most projects require the use of scissors and glue. White school glue or glue sticks can
be used with many of these projects, but tacky craft glue works best, especially on
plastic cups.

Use permanent markers to write directly on cups. Have young children use washable
markers or crayons to draw on paper to be glued to cups.

Unless otherwise indicated, patterns in this book are intended to fit a standard 8 oz. cup
(a pattern for this size cup is provided on page 50). To make a pattern to fit a 
larger or smaller cup, cut down the side of a cup, cut out the bottom circle, flatten the cup
and lay it on a piece of paper. Trace an outline around the cup. Allow 1/2" for overlap.

There is no single way to make any of the projects in this book—feel free to use 
suggestions as a springboard for your own unique way to praise God with paper cups!
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What You Need: Yellow paper cup, Construction paper, 
Fine markers, Scissors, Glitter glue, Yarn or ribbon, Tape

The Lesson Connection
Your Light Has Come: 

Isaiah 60:1

Generations before Jesus was born, the prophet
Isaiah told of the Messiah’s coming. Have the
children make a hanging star to remind them of
the words of Isaiah 60:1, “Arise, shine, for your
Light has come.” Explain to the students that
these words point to Jesus, the light of the world,
our promised Redeemer and Savior. Have chil-
dren make a star ornament and write the words,
“Our Light Has Come” in the circle.

What You Do
Star Ornament

1. Cut the cup in half.

2. Cut 5 evenly spaced strips to the bottom 
of the cup.

3. Spread open the strips and trim them 
to make a star shape. 

4. Trace a circle the size of the cup base, cut it
out, and glue it over the bottom of the cup.

5. Cut a piece of ribbon or yarn, knot it, and
tape it to the back of the star.

6. Decorate the star with glitter glue and 
fabric trim.

Round Ornament

1. Cut off the side of the cup leaving a short
rim, about 1/2" to 1” deep.

2. Trace a circle the size or the cup base, cut it
out, and glue it over the bottom of the cup.

3. Attach a sticker, illustration cut from a card,
photograph, or drawing in the circle.

4. Cut a piece of ribbon or yarn, knot it, and
tape it to the back of the star ornament.

5. Decorate the ornament with glitter glue and
fabric trim.

More to Do

( Write an appropriate Bible verse or phrase
on the center circle.

( Hang several stars or ornaments to make a
mobile.

( Use the star as a craft illustrating one of
many Bible passages in which stars are
mentioned.

( Make classroom or take-home decorations
for Christmas or Easter.

ORNAMENT




